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Abstract|Measurements of the productions run of

Fermilab Main Injector Dipole magnets is underway.

Redundant strength measurements provide a set of

data which one can �t to mechanical and magnetic

properties of the assembly. Plots of the �eld contri-

bution from the steel supplement the usual plots of

transfer function (B=I) vs. I in providing insight into

the measured results.

I. Introduction

By properly casting the fundamental equations which
govern the strength of a multipole magnet, and using that
to guide data presentation, one can achieve insight into
magnet performance more reliably than by only compar-
ing measured data to model calculations. We will empha-
size presentations which reveal the features which govern
magnet strength.

Since the �eld in an electromagnet is produced by cur-
rent and by magnetic materials, it is not surprising that
di�erent views of the data will be required to clearly re-
veal the di�erent contributions. In particular, care must
be taken to present the e�ect due to the magnetization of
the materials since these are typically a small part of the
total �eld in a well designed magnet.

II. Measurement Fundamentals

A. Steel Magnets with Air Gaps

We employ Ampere's Law to predict magnetic �elds.
We will apply it to a magnet with cross section as shown
in Figure 1. If we separate the contribution of the gap
from that of the steel,

Z
g

~Bg

�0
�
~d`+

Z
L

~H �
~d` = NI (1)

where g represents the path in the air gap and L represents
the path through the steel. For a dipole the integral across
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Fig. 1. Cross section of Main Injector Dipole with dimensions shown

in inches. A ux line which begins near the center of the gap will
have a length in the gap g = 2 inches (.0508 m) and a length in the

iron L = 30 inches (1.524 m)

the (uniform) �eld of the gap yields B1g.Z
L

~H �
~d` = NI �

B1g

�0
: (2)

Evaluation and interpretation of the path integral is eas-
iest when one follows a ux line thru the iron yoke. If we
denote the path length thru the iron as L and the average
of ~H as < H > we �nd that the equation has now become

< H > L = NI �
B1g

�0
: (3)

B1 = �0
NI

g
� �0 < H >

L

g
: (4)

We interpret Equation 4 via Figure 2. The iron magneti-
zation curve is plotted as B vs. �0H. The linear relation
of Equation 4 provides a \load line" on this plot with the
operating point given by the intersection of the \load line"
with the appropriate leg (increasing or decreasing H) of
the hysteresis curve. The intercept at < H >= 0 is set
by the current and geometry. The drop (or increase) in B
in following the load line to its intersection with the steel
property curves is interpreted as �eld due to the iron.
For the purposes of relating to measurement data with

full length coils, let us integrate Equation 4 along the



B vs mu0 H as from Harmonics Measurement
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Fig. 2. B vs. �0H for increasing and decreasing excitation. These
loops are asymmetric in H, extending from H = 0 to H = Hmax.

Also shown is a Load Line for a Main Injector Dipole at an inter-
mediate current. (see text).

length of a dipole.
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(5)
We refer to the this integral as the integrated dipole
strength and this is what the measurement system is de-
signed to record.

B. Main Injector Dipole Measurement System

Measurements are underway to monitor the production
of the dipoles[1][2] [3][4] for the Main Injector Project[5]
at Fermilab. A rotating coil Harmonics system measures
both �eld strength and �eld shape at selected currents
by integrating the changes with angle of the ux gener-
ated in suitable coil combinations[4][6]. A Flatcoil[7] sys-
tem measures the shape of the �eld by integrating ux
changes while translating a coil transverse to the beam
direction. It determines magnet �eld strength by inte-
grating the ux changes during ramping1. For produc-
tion measurements, both systems are implemented using
coils which extend su�ciently beyond the magnet ends to
measure the full integral for each magnet. The measure-
ment system[8] records data in a database[9] for further
analysis and presentation.

C. Data Presentation

Accelerators demand �eld strength uniformity of order
0.1% - 0.01% Thus, if one plots the measured �eld or �eld
integral vs. current for an iron dominated magnet, the
nearly linear dependence is demonstrated but the plot is
not very useful for observing deviations from ideal be-
havior. A traditional data presentation is shown in Fig-

1This does not directly monitor the remanent �eld, of course.
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Fig. 3. Transfer Function (
R
B1dl=I) vs. current for a 6-m Main

Injector Dipole. Transfer Function is de�ned as the ratio of the

integrated dipole �eld to the measured current.
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Fig. 4. Non-linear Integrated Field is the measured �eld minus that
which would be producedwith the same geometryand ideal (� =1)
iron. For this plot the e�ective length is taken as 6.10305 m from
the the average determined from a selection of dipoles. The gap is
assumed to be .0508508 m (2.002 inches) for this illustration. The
design gap is 2.000 inches. The observed laminations provide nearly
this value based on their largest extent, however, some additional
material will be missing due to tearing rather than shearing in the
die stamping process.

ure 3 where we present the results from the Harmonics
measurement system as a transfer function. The value of
the transfer function in the region where it is constant
provides a measure of the geometry of the magnet. The
transfer function drops in value at high �eld due to mag-
net saturation and this is easily observed in this plot.
A plot which provides more information on the �elds

produced by the iron, especially at low excitation, can be
constructed based on rearranging the above equation for
magnet strength.

B1Leff � �0
NI

g
Leff = ��0 < H >

L

g
Leff : (6)



A plot of the left hand side of this equation vs. measured
current shows directly the �eld contribution of the iron.
We show this in Figure 4. Note the this scale reveals most
of the details of the �eld strength.

D. Fitting for Magnet Geometry

To compare measurements with realistic expectations
for magnet performance with maximal sensitivity, it is
desired to separate geometric e�ects from iron properties.
It would be desirable to simultaneously �t the full data
set but we settle for a simpler system which is more easily
implemented. Measurements involving a region where the
B�H curve is linear, will show a completely linear magnet
excitation curve. Such a region is the �nal portion of the
down ramp of a typical excitation curve and corresponds
to a portion of the B � H curve which is in the second
quadrant2. We express this assumption as

B = �0�dr(H +Hc): (7)

We apply this by explicitly assuming the the B in the iron
is also the B1 in the gap. Solving this equation for H and
substituting into Equation 6 we solve again for B1Leff .

B1Leff = �0Leff

NI

g(1 + L

g�dr
)
� �0Leff

L

g(1 + L

g�dr
)
Hc

(8)
A linear �t of B1Leff vs. I for a portion of the measured
curve will provide information on the Hc and Leff=g.

2This description applies to unipolar ramps such as are char-

acteristic of accelerator operation. If reversible power supplies are
available, the same linear portion may extend for some distance in
the third quadrant of the B-H curve.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of gaps for a selection of Main Injector Dipoles
from a linear term in a �t of B1Leff vs. I. We use Leff = 6:103
from an average based Hall/NMR Scans at 7000 A. No correction
is applied for �nite �dr .

However, the geometric term will have a small correction
for the di�erential �dr of the steel. For the geometry of the
Main Injector this correction is about 0.42% for a value
�dr = 7000. Having determined the critical geometric pa-
rameters and some of the magnetic parameters, one can
proceed to a more elaborate �t. Instead, one may choose
to simply examine the data based still on Equation 6.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of integrated �eld at 0 A current for a selection
of Main Injector Dipoles as determined from the constant term in a

quadratic �t of B1Leff vs. I.

III. Results for Main Injector Dipoles

We have applied the above analysis to a selection of
the available data on Main Injector Dipoles. The portion
of the down ramp which appears to be useable for the
linear �t extends from above 2000 A (0.4 T) down to
0 A. Unfortunately, the most suitable data set is sparse
in the region so we extend to �t the data point at 3000
A, including a quadratic term (which is observed to be
small) to improve the quality of the �tting. We interpret
the linear term without the correction for �nite �dr as a
gap as shown in Figure 5. We �nd a relative variance
of the gap as determined in this way of 6:3 � 10�4. We
display the intercept from this �t as simply a �eld at 0 A
excitation. This is shown in Figure 6.
Examining plots of the non-linear �eld provides insight

into the properties of the steel in these dipole. In Fig-
ures 7 and 8 we display results from four sequential 6-m
Main Injector dipoles. The Flatcoil measurement sup-
presses the remanent �eld. We see that in that case, the
downramp strength measurements agree very precisely at
low �elds when the linear (geometric) term is subtracted,
clearly con�rming the hypothesis of the �t. More interest-
ing is the agreement among measurements with the Har-



Bdl after linear part subtracted - Flatcoil
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Fig. 7. Nonlinear portion of integrated dipole for four 6-m Main
Injector dipoles as measured by the Flatcoil measuring system.

monics system at moderate �elds on the upramp (near
1500 A). Here we see that the excitation has nearly can-
celled the di�erences which are apparent at 0 A. This is
a property of the underlying B �H curves.
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Fig. 8. Nonlinear portion of integrated dipole for four 6-m Main
Injector dipoles as measured by the Harmonics measuring system.

These plots at intermediate �elds are of special interest
to the Main Injector as they demonstrate that the vari-
ations of the steel properties at intermediate excitation
(�0H � 0:002 T) are signi�cant. These magnets sample
steel from a variety of processing runs and the resulting
strength variations, while not serious, have focused atten-
tion on the uniformity of the steel processing. Presenta-
tion of measured data compared to average properties[4] is
e�ective in discerning any troubling trends. These plots,
however, permit one to clearly establish the signi�cant
di�erences as due to steel.

IV. Discussion and Suggestions for Further

Work

By using the fundamental relations which govern the
strength of magnets, analysis strategies have been de-
veloped which provide insight from measurement results.
This work applies directly to strength measurements of
quadrupole, sextapoles other magnet designs. The im-
plicit assumption that B is constant along a ux line is a
crude approximation, but that is not a limitation in using
this to examine measurement data. Extending this work
to explicitly consider laminations provides insight into the
interaction of packing factor and and magnet saturation
but that will have to remain for later consideration.
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